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Dear Customer,
At Mercedes-Benz, we believe that you and your car deserve the very best, especially when it comes
to maintenance. In this issue of CARe, we provide you with all the information you need to keep your
Mercedes-Benz at its best — even off the road.
In CARessentials, we provide you with quick and easy maintenance tips on how to care for your
Mercedes-Benz when you are not driving it for an extended period of time.
Look forward to good news in CARenhancements, with extensions on two irresistible promotions.
Our wide selection of services promise nothing but clean and comfortable rides, on the inside and out.
In CARenquiry, find out more about how a Mercedes-Benz function can help with tough parking spaces.
Plus, learn how to check your tyre pressure.
And finally in CARextra, we have the Mercedes-Benz Star Shield showing our commitment with
precautionary measures put in place at our service centers to ensure a safe servicing experience for
our customers and staff. We even include a little tip on how you can be among the very first to find
out about our latest promotions.
We hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as we enjoyed preparing it for you. If you would like
to compile the CARe bulletins, you will be pleased to know that CARe’s loop stitch makes it simple
to file for easy access whenever you need it. Alternatively, you can scan the QR code below to view
it on our website.

Scan the QR
code to access
CARe on our
website.

Yours truly,
Mercedes-Benz Aftersales Team

Going paperless.
In our effort to conserve the environment, we will be going fully paperless
by providing a digital version of the CARe Bulletin from the 3rd quarter
of 2020 onwards, making this edition the last hard copy. We, at Cycle &
Carriage, thank you for your valuable support.
To continue receiving the latest information exclusively catered for Cycle
& Carriage Mercedes-Benz owners, simply scan the QR code to register.

Introduction

CARessentials
Keeping your Mercedes-Benz ready for the road.
If you have to take a break from driving for a while, these easy steps will help to keep your Mercedes-Benz in tip-top condition.
This won’t come as a surprise but your Mercedes-Benz is something of an athlete. All the precision engineering that goes into
creating some of the finest automobiles on the road, isn’t too far removed from the rigorous detail that top athletes put into their
training. And with a Mercedes-Benz or a competitive sportsperson, the goal is always to be the best or nothing.
Another similarity: both don’t enjoy being couch potatoes.
That being said, leaving your Mercedes-Benz sitting idle for an extended period of time might be unavoidable sometimes. But
thankfully, there are ways to prepare for such situations and keep it healthy and ready to go whenever you are. Here are some
simple tips to follow:
Find somewhere ideal to park.
Your own porch or garage would be perfect of course. However, if you don’t have either, try to park your Mercedes-Benz
somewhere out of the sun to prevent its harsh rays from beating down on the paint or the cabin plastics of your vehicle.
Also, avoid parking under trees. This is to avoid sap, leaves and even bird droppings from landing on your prized possession.
Inflate the tyres.
Keeping your car’s tyres properly inflated is a good practice but the same is true even if you don’t plan to drive for a while.
Tyres leak air slowly, so top them off if you don’t want to come back to a car with underinflated tyres. Follow the recommended
tyre pressures indicated on the inside of the fuel filler flap (not the pressure listed on the tyre itself), and consider inflating
them to the maximum load level so they’ll take longer to become underinflated. Read more about how to check tyre pressure
in CARenquiry.
Fill up the fuel tank.
Water can condense on the inner walls of a fuel tank. While today’s plastic tanks mean corrosion is no longer a worry, it’s a good
idea to keep the tank full so you don’t return to a car with its petrol or diesel adulterated with water.
Disconnect electrical accessories.
If you have anything plugged into the 12V socket, yank it out—some are switched (that is, they turn on and off with that car’s
ignition) but some are live, so any accessory left plugged in for some time could drain the battery.
Give the cabin a clean.
Break out the car vacuum and give the interior a once-over, especially if you have family members who sometimes eat in the car.
Food debris will entice creepy crawlies to take up residence.
Wash the exterior.
For good measure, wash your car to remove any dirt or substance that might harden on the paint over a few weeks. Be sure to
dry the car completely to keep water marks from forming.
Bonus tip: consider the Mercedes-Benz Paint Protection System, which involves an inorganic silicate protective layer that
effectively forms a hard shell over your car’s paint to protect it. Learn more in CARenhancements.
Move it if you can.
Ideally, start your car and drive it a few minutes once a week if you can, even if it’s just around the block or within the carpark.
Some recommend starting the engine and letting it idle for 10 to 15 minutes to keep the battery charged, but a bit of exercise
for the car is much better. That’s because a brief drive will prevent flat spots on the tyres (caused by the weight of the car
pressing down on the same spot all the time, and literally making it flatten) and prevent the brakes from binding or seizing,
all while keeping rust on the brake rotors at bay.
Getting the engine running will also let fluids circulate (thereby keeping various seals in good shape), and it should boil off
moisture in the exhaust system. While you’re at it, you can run the air-conditioning, which also keeps it healthy by allowing
the refrigerant to move through the system.
Following the steps above during an extended break from driving should allow your car to rest without deteriorating. It only
involves some simple preparation, along with a short weekly drive to get its blood flowing, so to speak. Doing so will be one
way to treat your car the way it deserves to be treated. Like a Mercedes-Benz. And this case, like the athlete it is.

CARessentials

CARenhancements
At Cycle & Carriage, we are committed to enhancing your experience as a Mercedes-Benz owner in every way possible.
That is why we have extended a range of Mercedes-Benz services to suit your needs.
Cabin Atomiser Cleanse Treatment – Extended till 31 July 2020.
Due to the overwhelming response for our new service, we are extending the promotion till 31 July 2020.
Designed to keep you and your loved ones safe and healthy on every journey, the Cabin Atomiser Cleanse Treatment
is a fast and effective way to reduce particle and bacteria ingression within your vehicle. An ultrasonic atomiser
deodorises and purifies your vehicle’s air-conditioning system, resulting in cleaner, fresher cabin air including the
removal of unpleasant odours.
Continue to enjoy this treatment at a special price of just $88 (UP $179). Plus, enjoy 20% off air-conditioning filters
with every Cabin Atomiser Cleanse Treatment purchased.
Log in to myMB app

to make an appointment or contact our Aftersales Contact Center at 6206 1818.

Paint Protection System Promotion – Back for an extended period of time.
In view of the COVID-19 situation and the implementation of the Circuit Breaker measures, we understand that some
of you may have missed the promotion back in the last quarter. Therefore, we have decided to extend this promotion
to give everyone the opportunity to enjoy this great deal.
Providing your paintwork with optimum protection, the Paint Protection System’s technology reduces the level of dust,
insect, bird droppings and road grime adhesion. This makes it effortless to wash and remove stubborn dirt off your
car, saving you time and energy.
Enjoy $100 off our Paint Protection System Package till 31 July 2020. Make an appointment today via the newly
revamped myMB app
or www.mymb.sg.

Mercedes-Benz Paint Protection System Package
Model

Retail Price

Promotion Price

A- and B-Class, CLA Coupé, CLA Shooting Brake and GLA

$523

$423

C- and E-Class, CLC, CLK, SLK and SLC

$630

$530

G-, M-, R- and S-Class, CL, CLS, GT, GLC, GLE, SL and SLS

$737

$637

All prices shown are inclusive of 7% GST and are subjected to change without prior notice.
Terms and conditions apply.

CARenhancements

CARenquiry
Q: Is there a feature in Mercedes-Benz cars that can provide parking assistance for
tight or parallel parking spaces?
A:

Yes, the feature is called Active Parking Assist with PARKTRONIC. It helps the driver to effortlessly manoeuvre in tight
or parallel parking spaces and also, search for suitable parking spaces via the system’s sensors which will be indicated
on your vehicle’s multimedia display.
Once you have selected your preferred parking space identified by the Active Parking Assist, it automatically
performs all the necessary steps to steer the car into the parking space, freeing the driver from having the need
to steer, accelerate or brake.
As a responsible driver, you should still remain in control of the vehicle, monitor its movements, stay attentive to your
surroundings and be prepared to intervene if necessary. Once the car is parked, you will be notified via the display.
At this point, engage the parking brake and select Park as you normally would.
Scan this QR code
for a video demonstration
on how it works.

Q: How do I check tyre pressure?

A:

Check your tyre pressure conveniently with the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System (TPMS). The instrument cluster
display shows the current inflation levels monitored by sensors in each wheel.
If a TPMS warning light appears, it would be a good idea to fill your tyre as soon as possible to ensure safe driving
conditions and prolong tyre life. The recommended tyre pressure for your vehicle can be found on the inside of the
fuel filler flap.
In the case of a flat tyre and your vehicle is fitted with Mercedes Original Extended (MOE) tyres, its run-flat capabilities
allow you to continue driving at a maximum speed of 80km/h and not beyond 80 km. However, if there is a total loss
of pressure in more than one tyre or if the affected tyre shows visible damage, please contact the Mercedes-Benz
Service 24h at 6475 9500.
We would advise in getting your tyres checked and filling them with nitrogen gas as it keeps tyre pressure longer,
giving you better fuel economy and longer tyre life. For a complimentary nitrogen gas refill, please visit our
Mercedes-Benz Drive-in Tyre and Battery Shops.

Any questions about your Mercedes-Benz?

Email your enquiry to mbaftersales@cyclecarriage.com.sg with your name, car registration number and mailing
address. As we may receive a high volume of enquiries, please allow sufficient time for us to respond.

CARenquiry

CARextra
We are back to serve you even better.
From 19 June 2020, Cycle & Carriage Authorised Service Centers have resumed operations in accordance with the
advisory by the Singapore Government. The operating hours of our service centers are also extended to serve you better.
We have taken every precaution to keep you safe and sound with the reopening of our service centers.
The Mercedes-Benz Star Shield comprehensive safety measures ensure peace of mind and a safe experience.

The use of the SafeEntry login, temperature checks and
health declarations.
Safe distancing including limiting the number of visitors.
Upon vehicle collection after servicing, a disinfectant will be used
to wipe down the front driver seat, front door panel, steering wheel
and control switches.
Strict observance of personal hygiene protocols by our staff.
Hand soap and sanitisers are available for all.
Increased frequency of disinfecting our premises and vehicles.

Service Centers’ Operating Hours
Mon – Fri: 8.30 am – 8.30 pm

Extended

Sat

Extended

: 8.30 am – 1 pm

Sun & PH: Closed.
We seek your kind understanding and patience as we do our part to ensure the safety of our customers, staff and
community.
We look forward to serving you soon. To book your servicing appointment, simply access the myMB
www.mymb.sg.

app or

Have you updated to the latest version of myMB app?
At Cycle & Carriage, we are always looking for ways to take our exceptional service even further. That’s why with our
revamped myMB app, you are now able to make in-app purchases and enjoy priority access to exclusive Aftersales
promotions at your convenience!
Update your myMB

app now

for an enhanced Mercedes-Benz experience!

Scan this QR code
to download the myMB app.

CARextra

Cycle & Carriage (Authorised Dealer)
Aftersales Contact Center: 6206 1818
Authorised Service Centers - Passenger Cars
Mercedes-Benz Center: 301 Alexandra Road, (S)159968
Pandan Loop Service Center: 188 Pandan Loop, (S)128378
Eunos Service Center: 330 Ubi Road 3, (S) 408650
Sin Ming Service Center: 600 Sin Ming Avenue, (S) 575733
Mon – Fri: 8.30 am – 6 pm, Sat: 8.30 am – 12 pm, Sun & PH: Closed
www.mercedes-benz.com.sg

